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Notice to
college
community

coffee hou se, get to know the interesting N .I.S .C. people at Newman . M'a ybe you'll'even be making
purple flyers .
Pam Bradley
NEWMAN CENTER
5450 N . Kimball Ave .
P.S.

All of of us have been unhappy
because of our last ticket policy,
and the Concert Series being aware
of this have revised our policy and
have come up with a new policy
which we feel will take care of most
of the gripes. Since one of the .biggest gripes was that anyone wanting a ticket had to get here by 8:00
a .m. and stand in line to find out by
9:00 p.m. that the concert was sold
out.-If you were the night student
or student teacher or a student who
had no classes that day you lost out
all together. To give everyone a fair
chance we have changed our methods of providing tickets. For every
evening concert our policy will be
as follows:
1. The distribution will be by
concert committee members only.
2. Tickets will be distributed
at the auditorium ticket office.
3. An equal number of tickets
will be available on the Monday &
• Tuesday of the week preceding the
concert. The hours of distribution
will be 9:00 to 12:00 and 5:00 to
8:00 p.m . each day on a first come
basis.
Another gripe was that in order
to get extra tickets you had to
search the school for a person who
was willing to give up his tickets
you had to search the school for a
person who was willing to give up
his ticket. We have now changed it
so that a student will get one free
ticket with his I.D. CARD and will
be able to buy the extra ticket he
needs for $2.25 per ticket.
In case you think you're being
picked on, there are no more free
tickets io faculty and staff, they will
be paying for all their tickets .
ALL moneys received from ticket sales wi II be placed on in a pool
so that we can have more concerts.
From Gene Rinaldi

Purple_ People
A stack of purple dittoed flyers
was scattered throughout North- .
eastern classrooms on Sept. 14.
Curious freshmen either added a
flyer from the stack to their heap
of books or used the back side. for
lecture notes. Upperclassmen ignored the purple dittoes. Dittoes
are a reminder that school is in
session again and clubs are in
search of new members .
I am a frustrated club member,
one of the purple fingered kids,
who spend s days designing flyers,
running off copies, and, foot printing the ones scattered on classroom floors.
Despi te this hackneyed media,
my organization has benefited
from the use of dittoed messages.
At least everyone on campus
has heard of Newman. Newman
what? house , activities , members.
You ·know about Newman, it' s
"that Catholic club, " "a religious
house", "a place where you
wouldn't be seen". Whatever your
reason for not clarifying these
misconceptions you 're forgiven
.. . but it's not too late .
Come over and sample our cof-fee and conversation, relax in the
i'iving room. attend our Saturday

The house is open every day during the week. Stop in on one of
you_r long breaks between classes.
Bring a friend . Make yourself at
home ; YOU'RE ALWAYS
WELCOME.

My Kind
of People
On too many occasions I have
heard ' that Northeastern students
are apathetic, lacking in social conscience, and that they are easily led
in blind obedience by the exploitative whim of the "ruling
classes ."
·
·
·
These charges are always made
by persons who think that gaining
admission into a college somehow
affords such opportunities as:
1. The opportunity to insult and
humiliate deans and other administrators; a chance to take over offices and lecture platforms "for the
PEOPLE" without bothering to
inquire who the people are;
2. The opportunity to hurl
bricks, meaningless epithets (cf.
"fascist pig"), and crudities fit for
whorehouse prose;
3. The opportunity to assault the
rational world with hackneyed slogans not arrived at rationally; for
example, harping on Karl Marx
even while the subject at hand is
biology of populations, syntax,
music or math (Marxian math?!) ;
Now, after fifteen consecutive trimesters of enlightening and grati f y i n g contact with Northeasterners, I am inevitably pressed
to the following conclusions:
I . Our students are not apathetic ; on the yontrary, they . are intensely interested - interested in
learning what they have to learn,
interested in playing their studentrole as expected. And most of them
can responsibly hold down parttime jobs while they do so. ·
2. Our students in the main try
very hard to discover that a liberal
education is a way of living - not
merely a preparation for living.
3. Our students - 98 percent of
them - want and need to know how
their academic experiences here
can become fruitful and useful in
the off-campus world. In fact, their
queries can often embarrass an instructor who has lost himself in the
realm ofpure abstract ideas!
So, self-elected prosecuting attorney, back off for a moment and
adk yourself this question : "Do I
See the Northeastern Community
as IT is, or do I see it as I pitifully
am?"
Jack Richardson, Linguistics
Department - OA 13

Response on
bomb story
Dear Editor:
The article "Developing a Bob
Policy," in the September 23,
1970, Print is an example of the
"our crowd'" style of journalism

which characterizes your paper.
All too often the Print's treatment
of campus issues allows salient
questions and alternatives to become lost in a welter of in-group
references . "Developing a Bomb
Policy" is so replete with gossip
that the author's main point, the
peculiar difficulty Northeastern
administrators seem to have in distinguishing between the appropriate and inappropriate uses of
committees, never fully emerges.
The student body would be better
served ii' you took some of the wag
out of your rag.
Abby Poster
Unlike some student newspapers on other campuses we try
not to edit out whole sentences or
paragraphs from a writer's story.
We feel that the writer has the
right to present his whole story
and not just the parts that the editor feels are best. We also feel that
the story had merit and was definitely worthy of printing. I believe
the author of the story was justified in naming the people he did as
they wrre generally well known
people on the campus. Perhaps if
Miss Poster were a full time student she would know them too.
ED.

An open
letter
By this time you should know
the correct name of this school;
and if so, please share it with the
rest of us! The reason for this letter
is two-fold:
1) To belatedly introduce all newcomers (transfer students, freshmen, freshwomen, administrators,
instructors, graduate students and
flunking students) to the friendly
confines of beautiful NORTHEASTERN Illinois Land (which is
NIL!) and
2) To offer some information about
the College and-or University that
will help all people to better adapt
to the total atmosphere.
First, always remember that
NORTHEASTERN is WEST of
NORTHWESTERN. The present
abbreviation of our school is easily
recalled if you think of the following parody:
Wisc. rhymes with NISC which
stands for POOL! (Yes, there are
pool tables, Virginia.) Telephone
operators and cab drivers have
serious difficulty finding our address and-or telephone number.
DO NOT BE ALARMED IF
NISC BECOMES NEIU! From
now on if anyone asks "What's
new?" you'll be able to tell him!
Second, the wonderful cafeterialunchroom complex offers much
to be desired . We must all put a
hand in to pull a loose hair out (of
our food). The seating difficulties
are usual because of the narrowness of the seats. Sit tight, and the
stuffiness of the room will eventually force you to leave early, allowing others to find a place to
park it!
Third, speaking of another parking (of the automobih! nature),
there are enormous and adequate
lots available to accomodate the
entire NORTHEASTERN COMMUNITY . One such spot is the
Grant Park free parking lot, south

of the downtown area along the
Outer Drive . Another location is
in your garage at hof!Je. As a last
resort, cars can be left along any
Highway in Illinois until election
time while the politicians fight over
who should do what about abandoned cars. In any casj!, all of you
who have Seen issued a parking sticker (alias Hunting License) do not
Dear Print,
despair or disappear ; by 1980 there
This is a letter of thanks -for
will be enough parking spaces! The
that great big paper clip you gave
school will be razed (not raised as
out with the last issue ... I'm always
formerly claimed), classes will be
running out of paper clips .
underground (this is Chicago, you
Your idea of helping bus travknow), and the complete encom- elers was really sweet-you meant
passing land will be a Parking Lot
well, but forget it. I'm a 37 year old
(save the U.S. Mailbox).
~ female bus-riding student who has
Fourth, and finally other mis- no intention of waving a big "N"
cellaneous data needed to know on street corners . I mean,
about getting here : The NORTH- really ... if any of my friends saw
EASTERN RIDES will be made me - I'd die! They thought I was
into a movie and the sequel will not nuts going back to school, but now
be called "NORTHEASTERN they would really believe it if they
RIDES AGAIN " But will either saw me waving around a cardbe ·c alled "Beneath the NORTH- board "N" on a street corner.
EASTERN RIDES" or "Son of
It was a good try- I appreciate
the
NOR T ·H EASTERN it-but how about thinking up anRIDES") . Remember, all bus driv- other method for pairing up drivers
ers_hate their passengers as much as and riders- such as asking drivers
their wives who aggravated them at to stand up in class and offer anybreakfast. Ride cautiously and one going their way a ride home?
watch out for the other guy .
I hope you like the atmosphere
Yours truly,
of our school and realize that beBernice Rappoport
cause it's a Commuter School you
must love it and leave it! If you decide to leave soon please tell me
where you parked your car!
In closing, I remain,
Lynda Ann Immergluck

Thanks for
the clip .

ADDRESS
Dear Everybody,
.It's obvious that CHANGE is
in vogue so to make it a "right on"
process for the student activities
board I am asking for YOUR suggestions concerning activities and
programs in Northeastern.
Your suggestions might include
ideas of Who and What you want
to See and Do. Drop such suggestions in the box provided for 04tside my office, E-23 Student Services-above the dining hall.

YOUR
COMMENTS
TO
E-214

Carol Burke
Program Advisor

In a ppreciation
'The PRINT wis he s to thank the great bunch of people that work
down in Campu s Pla nning for the speedy service they gave us in
procuring our phone s. It's simply amazing that we could get these
phones only one clay after the now famous Ken Davis letter was
printed after waiting six weeks for them. This all goe s to prove that
the people in Cam pus Planning aren' t incompetent after all. In case
you have any com pla ints here are the people you should take them
to:
Robert Ortinau
William A. Knack
Rebecca Moskowitz
Edward Finley .Jr.
Peggy Klein

October I, 1970
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Pres. Sachs speaks .
on campus dissent

By Barb Sielecki

Most students of Northeastern
received a notice from the Board
of Governors of State Colleges
and Universities at the beginning
of this trimester. This notice was
the "Board's Policy Statement As
To Campu s Disturbances," and
was concerned with the legal ramifications of unlawful or violent
campus dissent. The following is a
breakdown of that notice.
President Sacks included a letter
with the policy statement in which
he explained that this revised policy was not an attempt to stifle
campus dissent, but rather intended to protest the rights of all
students on campu s. President
Sachs also pointed out that th e
Board of Governors gave each
university final decision as to
whether outside help should be
summoned.
The statement deals with the
right of students to attend classes,
injury to persons on campus, and
trespass or damage of state property. Penaltiies for various campus
disruptions are explained by references to administrative authority,
the Illinois Criminal Code, and the
Illinois Revi sed Statutes.
Student activities which interfere with educational fu•n ctions
such as attending classes, or club
and committee meetings, will be
dealt with by the administration.
This can involve suspension or
possible expulsion from the university. These procedures will be
followed whether the actions were
of a civil or criminal nature.

For example, a group of students may be faced with possible
suspension or expulsion if they attempt to prevent other students
from attending classes. However,
before such action is taken, they
will be warned that further disruption will lead to these penalties.
If the students ignore the warning,
disciplinary action will then follow .
Criminal trespass on state property is committed if a student enters an area usually closed to students, or remains in an area that
has been closed after given notice
to leave. This violation will either
be dealt with by the administration, or in appropriate circumstances be handled by outside
court action.
When Pres. Sachs was questioned as to the closing of an area
usually open to students, he said
that no such area of the campus
will be closed deliberately to prevent a demonstration, or other
form of dissent. He went on to say
that the only time students will be
asked to leave a certain area is if
they are preventing normal school
functions, such as registration,
from taking place.
Damage to state property, and
the injury to persons on campus
will be dealt with as criminal acts,
and handled by the proper authorities. Such unlawful activities will
not be overlooked by the universities as they are inacceptable
means to bring about change in the
academic institutions.

In the Board of Governor's
statement on campus dissent, final
decisions as to dealing with disturbances at a college or university
rest with the President of that institution. He decides w.hether police should be summoned and individuals prosecuted , or he may
choose to handle the matter without outside interference.
President Sacks was interviewed by Print, and saked how he
felt campus disturbances should be
dealt with. The following is a
series of quotes from that interview:
"I believe that violence can be
avoided on a campus by direct
communication between the students, faculty, and administration.

In this discussion all sides can
openly express what they want,
afid even if they cannot agree, certain compromises may take form ."
"Recently, when Sen. Berning's
proposed bills were up for consideration, I testified, representing
the Board of Governors , against
these bills. Such legislation was an
attempt to prevent individual
campuses from dealing with their
own problems, and the setting up
of stricter laws for ·handling such
incidents. I feel that the laws we
have concerning criminal acts can
sufficiently cover campus violence, and also that outside help
should -only be called upon if there
is evident danger to persons in the
area, or damage to state property."

"One of the issues on some
campuses is the use of computers
by both the military and research
faculty of a university. Northeastern is not a basically research-oriented institution, and I
doubt that such computers will be
used at this campus ... Also, I do
not want an R.O.T.C. program at
Northeastern ."
"I would like to add that the Ill.
National Guard will not be called
to this college, unless there is a
definite danger to individuals on
campus, or an attempt to damage
state property. It is my hope that
an open line of discussion will prevent any such college antion."

Percy urges peace on campus

Guard gets M-16
With the reopening of univer- minute . This gun will become the
sities this fall , anti-war protest has standard weapon for all National
reversed its tactics. Massive con- Guard and Army Reserve combat
frontations, which easily erupted units. It replaces the M-1, dating
into violence, have bee n re_placed from World war 11 , and the newer
by guerrilla hit-and-run assaults M-14, developed in the 50's.
such as bomb-threats or an atWhen comparing these two factempt to burn campus buildings.
tors , the beginning of guerrilla tacAn extreme example of such an tics on campuses and National
assault was the explosion at the Guardmen being armed with
University of Wisconsin on Aug. M- I 6's, one cannot help but see a
24, 1970. The blast ripped apart parallel. The guard has been inthe Army Mathematics Center, creasingly criticized for overkilling a physicist and causing $6 reaction, especially with too much
million in building damage.
fire-power against snipers. The unIn an attempt to keep up with necessary increase of weaponry to
the increa se in violence on sub-machine gun level is causing
campuses, the army has quietly be- the beginning of a violent reply by
gun to arm the National Guard disbelieving and outraged student
with the rapid-firing M-16, its new- groups?
est rifle. This will be used in comA spokesman for the guard saici
bat in Viet Nam, and to quell civil- ,that the arming of M- I 6's was
ian disturbances . The similari ty of "not secretive in any way, and just
the two somewhat elusive.
a normal progression of updating·
The M-16 is a submachine gun equipment as it becomes availcapable of firing 600 rou nds per able."

Senator · Charles Percy (R,111.)
urged students, faculty, and administrations to dedicate themselves to insuring peace on their
campuses in this academic year.
The statement was made in a four
page "open letter" dated September 14.
Senator Percy stated that, "In
my view, both the general public
and public officials are, in words I
have heard a thousand times, "fed
up." Their patience is exhausted.
The majority wants order restored
to our campuses, by whatever
means, and it is no longer interested in what it considers to esoteric debates over "respondiveness" or "relevance" or "social
conciousness."

The Senator went on to say,"lf
radicals - on the left or right,
Weatherman or Minuteman-gain
control of life on a campus, responsibility for such a takeover is
not theirs alone. It must be shared
by those members of the academic
community who retreat into silence, and thereby give their tacit
authorization to the most destructive element in their society."
"To stand up against those who
would substitute force for reason
on our campuses will mean inconvenience and nay require courage .
But moderates must join together
to stem the tide of campus violence by firmly stating that they
will not permit it. If they abdicate
their responsibility, in all likeli-

hood they will invite swift and unwelcome intrusions into their affairs by the heavy hand of government. Make no mistake about it,
given the choice between anarchy
and repression, government will
always choose repression. And
even a free people will support
such measures, abhorrent as they
might be."
The letter concluded by saying
that, "The key question is whether
the campuses will function as centers of free inquiry, governed by
the will of the majority, or as
strongholds of anarchy, marked by
riot and repression. In large measure, the moderate majority hold f
the answer-and it must be decisive."
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.._',e_v en Years Later

By Jack Challem

We are approaching the seventh
anniversary of the death of John F.
Kennedy . At this time, we are approaching the seventh "anniversary" of the largest domestic movement to ever question the American way.
Jphn Kennedy's short tenure_as
President encouraged, for the first
time, large portions of youth to
participate in events which were
believed to be shaping a peaceful
world history. Regardless of what
he actually accomplished, his
name, his youthful vigor, and that
of his followers were the physical
signs of what seemed to be an intellectual revolution. It had previously become clear that change
was wanted ; and change appeared
to be effected through creative and
productive means.
His death ended thi s method of
change. Hi s name and youthful
vigor were buried· under another
name, a policy, and a vigor not
attractive to those young. Youth,
the newly active political body,
was forced apart from the rest of
society under a new leadership- its character being -the opposite of John Kennedy's.
This alienation did not take long
to manife st itself in physical forms:
Not until after Kennedy's death
did we see the unfoldin_g of a
large-scale radicalism, as radical
and abrupt as the assassination itself. Not until after his death did
we see the "problems" of the
emergence of an organized militant

'

S.M.C.
A new organization entitled the

S.M .C. held its first meeting on
Thursday , September 24, at I :00.

The purpose of the meeting was
basically to recruit members and
explain what the committee rep resents. Although the attendance
was very low there were no extreme cases of discouragement.
Moblization began.
The group or chapter as it was
referred to by the organizers from
N ISC was informed of the four
policies which are the basis for the
unification of anti-war followers.
These policies are: I, Democratic I y held meetings ; 2.
Non-exclusive membership; 3, organized referendums to support
policies towards peace but non
support of political peace candidates; and 4. support of immediate
withdrawal from Viet N am of U.S.
troops ,
The S.M.C. seems to have continued the "STRIKE" movement
which reached its height in May
after the Kent incident. But while
other people became lackadai sical
in their anti-war efforts this group
of people began to unify students
on campuses throughout the country while beginning an appeal to
various labor groups.
There is every belief by its organizers that if it continues to meet
the S.M ,C . may be what the community needs to come together.
The next meeting is scheduled to
be on Tuesday so it will not conflict with the meetings of other liberal groups in the hopes that attendance will be higher.

civil and human rights movement- later to be a declared revolutionary movement. And not until
after his heath did we begin to see
the "problems" associated with
the appearance of campus revolts
and "long~haired rebels" - even
the early furor - of the Beatles
struck us only after Kennedy's
death.
These events were not simply
resultant of the discontentment
that surrounded 'the assassination
and its aftermath. President Kennedy had appeared to seek solutions to the problems which surChicago, Illinois, October 9 - Dr.
mounted through centuries of Harold Mohammed was recently
causes, which, for the most part, promoted ot Assistant
were hitherto ignored . It was only Vice-President for Administrative
during his administration that Affairs at N ortheasstern Illinois
youth was encouraged to formu- State College, Bryn Mawr at St.
late solutions to these centuries of Louis A venue.
neglect. His death intensified this
Dr. Mohammed joined the staff
_need and desire for beneficial of Northeastern in 1961 as an inchange. The absense of a figure
structor in Geography and in 1967
with which youth could identify was promoted to Director of foand be lead b: resulted in their stitutional Research and associate
subsequent alienation from the professor of Geography .
system; this prompted a questionHe received his M ,S. and Ph , D .
ing of the American tradition and degrees :from Northwestern Uniwhich seemed highly unorthodo x versity,
to the majority of old Americans.
He is currently a member of the
With John Kennedy as PresiAssociation of American Geogradent we saw the response of youth
phers, the Regional Science Assoto a nation of ills . And with John ciation, the Population Council of
Kennedy dead
now seven
America arid the A ssociation for
years - we are seeing their contin- ,. Institutional Research.
ued response to a nation of ills. It
He has co-authored the following
is true that it takes a form and
publications under the aus pices of
means different than the original;
Northwestern University Educabut it is a form and means necessitional Consulting Services: "A
tated by the alienating successors
Re-Study of the Population jnd
to John F. Kennedy .
Enrollment Trends in Bloom
Township High School District" ,
"The Beloit Study, A Study of Enrollment Trends, Building Need s
and Curriculum" and has recently
concluded a study for the City of
Elmhurst, Illinois describing the
present-day housing picture in the
community and providing projs::ctions and recommendations for future growth .

Dr.

Thursday, 1, October
·

Friday, 2, October

Beethoven Festival. Auditorium . 8 :00p .m .

Saturday, 3, October
The NISC Football team will oppose Prairie State College. Chicago
Heights.

Tuesday, 6, October
Coffee and Conversation Hour. E-220. 10-12.
Free Film Series will present a double feature and will consist of 2 W.C.
Fields flicks, 7:30. Auditorium . They are : My Little Chickadee and The
Fatal Glass of Beer.

Some idle thoughts and other drivel :
.. . Try Northeastern Rides.
. .. To all you Northeastern Rides skeptics out there- nyah , nyah ! It
does so work. Anyway, it did for me last Thursday. I wanted to try out
my visor Non the first day . My car, however, refused to start, so I had to
try out the rider one. I walked to my usual bus stop on Foster Avenue,
and hoped a bu s would be right there-but it wasn't, of course. I waited
for one stoplightful of cars to go by, and still no sight of it. So I
nonchalantly sneaked my yellow N out on top of my books, like I held it
up every day or something, and waited . And in less than five minutes,
two women with an N on their visor pulled over and gave me a lift to
school. I'd like to thank them again for trying out the plan , and hope they
continue to - becau se I may be holding it up every da}'.
. . . Pollution thought for the day: What _are you going to tell your
children when they ask you what the Big Dipper was?
. . . Where do Russians keep their sheets and towel s? In the Lenin
closet.
... Spot quiz to welcome in October - What do these four (cou nt
them, four) people have in common?
Lucy Giampapa
OkeG . Pamp
Reef Waldrep
Daniel John Sobieski
The first person (student, staff, or even faculty) to come up to the
PRINT office with the correct answer wins a cup of coffee.
. . . New word for the day : persnickety-excessively meticulou s;
finical, fussy.
... I think the most nauseating drive-in trade names are those to
re-name coke . "I'd like a small coke, please." "You mean, 011e small
Jack-o::ola." "Yes, yes, how forgetful ofme." Howard J o hnson has to win
in this creative department with hi s coast-to-coast pleaser and
throat-sticker, the Ho-Jo Cola.
. . . It's pretty hard to define what a los
... It's pretty hard to define what a loser is, but here's an example --A loser is a guy whose rear windshield Playboy sticker is two inches off- '
center.
.. . "Too much reading hinders knowledge. We think we know what
we have read, and consider ourselves excused from learning
it.- Rousseau .

Mohammed
Promoted

NISC CALENDAR OF
EVENTS

Coffee and Conversation Hour. Room E-220. From 10 a .m . to 12 noon .
TKE will present the first of its Free Film Series at 3:00 in the Auditorium .

corey's
corner

formed

WANTED
Students to work during the week of
October 26 through 31st from 7 A.M.
until 9 P.M. on a traffic count survey. Would prefer students who can
work more than one day and for
more than two hours each day.
Contact Melvyn A. Skvarla, Campus
Planning Officer, Room B 108, Ext.
548 for further details, or contact
the Financial Aid office.

Memo on Recruiting
To:

Print and 12:45

From:

President Sachs

September 28, 1970

On the basis of the July balloting , the following is now Recruiting
Policy at Northeastern:
The campus will allow recruibnent by the Anned Forces; civilian agencies
of the government ; Public and private schools; conmercial and industrial
finns; non-profit organizations; fraternal, charitable, ethnic, and
social gro ups; except any organization specifically declared illegal.
Representat i ves may be asked to meet groups to discuss policy and shall
be required to agree ~o such a request.
I am disappointed by the lightness of the vote but I feel bound to
follow the policy since I suggested that student and faculty opi nion be
sought through alternatives presented on a ballot. The total number
of votes cast on the final ballot was 113. The policy stated received
65.
The implementation of this policy will be the respon's ibility of the
Office of Student Services.

JMS :vb
cc: Dr. Howenstine

Transportation:
Unleaded Gasoline .
One of the most often asked
questions asked today in the field
of transportation is whether or not
it is possible to use the new unleaded gas in "my car." In order to
answer the question it is necessary
to understand just what the heck
the lead is in there for in the first
place . Basically liquid lead is the
cheapest way to raise the octane
rating (RON) in gasoline. The
higher the compression the engine
has, the higher the octane gas it
uses. The lead in the gas also tends
to coat the valves in the engine,
helping to lubricate them (remember that you can't use oil to lubricate the valves themselves as this
would cause oil burning and more
pollution) . Fine, that's why most
gas has_lead .
·
All the un-leaded gasolines have
more or less the same octane rating as most "regular" gasolines (91
or 92 RON vs. 92 or 93 RON) but
considerably less than " ethyl"
(I00RON) . All of which boils
down to the fact that if you have to
use high test you might as well
forget about the new gas . On the
other hand, if you've been telling
the guy to "fill it up Regular" you
may or may no t be able to use
unleaded. A VW, for instance ,
only needs 91 RON or better
while some V-8 's that a re advertised as being a ble to use regular
need 92 or 93 RON or better and
might not eat unleaded too happily . Just mentioning the engine
that you have in your car won' t
help make the decision. Ford' s
good old 289 engine comes in several different horsepower ratings
complete with different com. pression ratios and different tastes
on fu el. So me European engines
may have only six (or four) cylinders but need higher octane gas.
Yes folks, the best rule of thumb is
what you've been using in the past
combined with going to your local
dealership and asking.

Before trying out the unleaded
for yourself, get a complete tune
up. This way, any unhappy effects
you may note will be the result of
thd unleaded gas rather than an
untuned engine. lf you've been using high test and are firmly commited to using the new gas, you'd
better resign yourself to the fact
that you will practically have to
have the engine rebuilt (grinding
down the heads, new head gaskets,
new pistons, different timing, different plugs and points, different
carburettor settings) which means
mucho dinero and less power. In
any case, you will still have to run
a tankful of leaded gas every once
in a while (remember what I said
about the lead lubricating the valves?) or take a chance that your
engine won' t last as long. .
By the way, most of the new
71 ' s have lower compression ratios to permit the use of unleaded
gas. The main exceptions are super-cars and things like Cadillac's
and Lincolns . I guess Detroit figures that hotrodders and rich (or
psuedo-rich) people don'( car
about pollution. Such is life .
By the way; an organization
called Li-La-U (Lincoln Park- Lakeview-Uptown Commun i ty
Council) is running a " Handibus"
service. A specially designed, hydraulic-lift equipped bus is being
used to transport handicapped and
elderly people to and from work,
school, the doctor, to visit friends,
or whathaveyou . It is partially funded by "model cities" and may
eventually be expanded to cover
the whole city . At present you
have to live in a specific target area
to qua lify fo r service . If you, or
sometme you know are interested
in in knowing more about this service and whether or not you would
qualify for it, call up the Li-La-U
center at 935-2141 and ask for
"bu s service."
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Kube Suspends Referendum
Student Government President
Gene'Kube announced Friday that
he was temporarily suspending the
constitution referendum. The referendum, which had been originally scheduled for October I and 2,
was to decide whether an official
student government would be
reinstituted here at N .I.S.C.
Mr. Kube stated that he was
suspending the referendum because several new alternatives for
the student rights statements had
come before him which needed to
be considered . He also stated that
the student constitution was completed but that it would not be
released until the student rights

statement was completed .
.The S.G . President noted that
the additional student rights alternatives were "vehicles which
should fit into a student government."
When asked to comment about
the referendum Mr. Kube stated
that "if they can't pick something
out of it (the new constitution) this
time, then -they just won't have a
student government." "If they
can't get a constitution, then they
just don't care that much about
themselves."
Gene Kube was also asked to
comment about the Student Faculty Community Constitution Com-

Graduate record
•
exam coming
PRINCETON , N . J. - Educational Testing Service announced · today that undergraduate and other preparing to go
to graduate school may take the
Graduate Record Examinations
on any of six different test dates
during the current academic year.
The first testing date for the
GRE is October 24, -1970. Scores
from thi s administration will be reported to the graduate schools
about December I . Students planning to register for the October
test date are advised that applications received by ETS after October 6 will incur a $3 .00 late registration fee. After October 9,
the re is no guarantee that applications for the October test date
can be processed .

mittee: "The people on that committee were only there because
they were ordered to . It would
help it Byron (Chairman of the
committee -Jay Byron) would get
off his duff but the fault lies with
the faculty ." Gene was referring to
the failure of the committee to
present a workable Community
Constitution.
He went on to say, "We'll get a
workabie Community Constitution when the faculty and administration start regarding students as human beings with equal
rights . We'll just have to wait until
the faculty stops acting like a
bunch of children ."

Dean Howenstine
promoted to V .P.
of Student Affairs

Chicago , Illinois , September 21 Dr. William Howenstine, dean of
stu'd ents, has been promoted to
The other five test dates are De- Vice President for Student Affairs
cember 12, 1970, January 16, Feb- and Dean of Students.
ruary 27, April 24 and June 19,
In making the announcement, Dr.
1971 . Equivalent late fee and reg- Sach s pointed out that the position
istration deadline s apply· to the se of head of Student Affairs is condates. Choice of test dates should sidered difficult and even danbe determined by the requirements gerous in the campu s ferment of
of graduate schools or fellowships today. Among those willing to do
to which one is applying. Scores it, a very small percent have the
are usually reported to graduate sensitivity to deal with students on
schools five weeks after a test a broad spectrum from radical or
restless to reserved or reactionary .
date.
Dr. Howenstine has served as
The Graduate Record Examinations include an Aptitude Test Dean of Students since December;
of general scholastic ability and I 966. He joined Northeastern IlAdvanced Test s measuring linois State College in 1961 and
achievement in 20 major fields of served in the Social Science divistudy. Full details and registration sion as Professor of Conservation
form s for G RE are contained in and Human Ecology .
H e recei ved his doctorate from
the 1970-7 1 G RE Information
Bulletin. The Bulletin also contains the University of Michigan .

for the girl wi ! h an eye on fashion, quality and cost .

2218 NORTH GENEVA TERRACE (just off Lincoln)
SAVE FROM 33% TO 50%
.
The unusual women ' s shop with unusual savings on famous
maker sample sportswear & dresses.
HOURS
MON
WED
THURS
FR I.

11
11
11
11

:30:30:30:30 -

9 :30
9 :30
9 :30
9 :30

TUES 6 :00 - 9 :30
SAT. 10 :30 - 5 :30
SUN . 10 :30 - 5 :30

Berne
Jewelers - Gifts
D isc o unt
Pric es
-R e pai r ing-

Northeastern Student using "N" to get a ride on a ,·.·et morning. (More on Pg. 6)
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We don't need the F.B.l.
Last week, in an open letter to I 000 college administrators,
President Nixon proposed that F.8.1. agents be sent to coiiege
campuses that experience bombings or unexplained fires. The
letter invited comment about this plan.
Although Dr. Sachs has not sent his reply yet, he has stated
that he is unalterably opposed to the idea. Dr. Sachs notes that
there already are frameworks of the law that deal with this type
of situation and that no further unnecessary legislation is needed .
The Northeastern Print agrees with Dr. Sachs. President Nixon has already stated that he feels that colleg~s should try to
settle their own problems without federal intervention. Certainly
if the F.8.1. was needed in a given situation the admini stration
could request its help without a law forcing them to do so.
The PRINT also feels that such a law would be an invitation
for the F.8.1. to begin enrolling undercover agents very much like
the Bill Frapoly fiasco last year. The spirit of academic freedom
can not t exist in the atmosphere of secret agents and paid informants.

NORTHEASTERN RIDES
We'd like to thank the several persons who
have participated in the Northeastern Rides
plan so far. Last week's promotion and card
distribution wasn't just a one-shot effort. We'll
be talking about other transportation aspects
not covered last week, and discussing problems that may arise. (Like books and um:
brellas left in rear seats.)
Here's just one financial angle to the transpo_rtation problem. The cost of living in the
Chicago area last month rose a tenth of a per
cent, while the national cost of living average
dropped. The Chicago Transit Authority employees have a cost of living index clause in
their contract, which cost the CTA an extra
$180,000 in wages. The cause of the rise in the
cost of living index?CTA's latest fare hike.
There's a supply of yellow Northeastern
Rides cards in the PRINT office, above the
north dining hall.

by John Briar

Once upon a time there was a mystical school in a mystical land with
a very mystical student government. Now I say that th.is was a very
mystical student government because this particular government didn't
really exist. Oh, it made a lot of noises and it even had an address but
for the most part the royal court just sort of sat back and laughed at it.
Then one day a shiny white prince on a shiny white horse came down
from never, never land to rescue the mystical government. Everyone was
amazed at this mysterious young prince - some were even shocked,
including Lord Byron, the official court jester. The young prince, affectionately known as Eugene of Cube, went around making speeches an<l'
royal proclamations, forming royal committees, and even using big
words like "viable" and "effective." V surely looked like Price Cube
would rescue the mystical government.
But alas, he forgot one thing. You see Count Apathy wouldn't permit
the young prince to save the government. Prince Cube couldn't really do
a thing until he could overcome Apath y but the royal subjects had a great
deal of faith in the Count. Cube tried and tried butjust couldn't rally the
support of the royal subjects.
The.n he had this really nifty idea. Why couldn' t he make· up a royal
Constitution and let the subjects vote for it. He knew that the only
subjects who would bother to vote would vote in favor of the royal
Constitution and then the young price would become the official king.
What a wonderful idea. The royal subjects would never know what hit
them!
So be went about his idea, getting a royal Constitution Committee
together and setting a date for his election which he called the "royal
referendum" But while he was doing all this a few people were wondering what happened to an idea that all the subjects wanted in the first
place. This idea, known as Community Constitution, had been discarded
and forgotten about. This was te_rrible because this is what the royal
subjects had asked the king for over a year before. The people yelled and
screamed for Community Constitution but Prince Cube kept saying
"later, later, make me king first."
Even the town crier, Mr. Print, pointed out that the loyal subjects
wanted Community Constitution but did Prince Cube listen? No, he just
kept saying "Make me king, ma ke me ki ng!" However, he did postpone
the royal referendum.
Now we must wait and see what will happen next. Will the charming
prince become king and forget about poor old Community Constit~n?
Or will the loyal subjects defeat the Prince and continue to wait for
Com-Con. We can only wait and see if the lo yal subjects are fooled by
-the prince's plan .

Paul Quinn Dead at 59
Dr. Paul Quinn, A ssociate Dean of the Graduate College, passed
away after a short-term illness last Satu rday at Resurrection
Hospital.
· Quinn had been a teacher for more than thirty years, and had
been in his position as Associate Dean since 1960.
He is survived by his widow, Agnes, a daughter, Mary Anne;
three sons, Paul, Robert, and Kevin, and hi s mother, Mrs. Margaret Quinn.
The Print sends its condolences to Mr. Quinn' s wife & family.

print
This is the Northeastern PRINT, A yellow, Commie front propaganda rag that gets published about once a week right above
the cafeteria at Northeastern Illinois State College, Bryn Mawr at
St. Louis Avenues, Chicago, Illinois, 60625. We usually go out of
our way to make sure that the views expressed w ithin don't
agree with what the so called "administration " thinks and/or
does. If for any reason you plan some sort of assassination on
the staff or just want to write us a hate letter you can come up to

COMING NEXT WEEK

E-214.

Health Service-Friend or Foe
We send one of our reporters over to the health service to find out just how effective the people
in G-138 are.

Behind the scenes of 11 :45

1

Editor ..........
Managing Editor ...
Business Manager
Photography Editor
Sports Coordinator

Glen (dirty mind ) Jurmann
Connie (legs) McNeely
Ellen (beer drinker) Friedman
Bill (hairy chest) Spreitzer
Dave (rubber ducky) Green

Makeup and stuff

Maura (sexy) George
Frank (sexier) Konrad
Ken Davis, Rick Frederickson,
Noreen Ciesielzyk, Mike Kesselm an,
Jack Challem, Mary Jane
Szramkowski , Lynn Stebb ins, Joan
Sniezewski , Barbara Bartavis.
Fred English , Robert Thomas ,

Contributing Editoro

Acandid look at the "real life" operation of Northeastern's own TV show.

PRINT poll #1
You 'll be getting a chance to rate our paper and teli us what's right and what's wrong with it.

PLUS
News, announcements, sports, the usual columns, mediocre advertising, our famous staff box,
and of course this stupid " coming next week" box.

Feature Editor
Porno Editor
Mailing
Dirty Poems
Columnists
Faculty Friends

Marn ie Fournier
Barb Sielecki
Grace Wouters
Jane McGann
Del Breckenfeld , John Briar,
Gene Corey, James Martin,
Warren Sandler
El~ (Sherlock) Liebow
Mr. Chiles
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Remodeling sketches released
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the motifs ~re quite new and some
are experimental. The general style
of the remodeling is supposed to be
a preview of some of the ideas that
could be but into the proposed commuter center. Color drawings will
be available for viewing in about a
week.

Mel Skvarla, head of Campus
Planning, released 't he follow'ing
drawings of the proposed remodeling of the "A" and "B" loung~s, the
north and south dining halls, and
some of the concourses. The remodeling is estimated to cost $50,000
to $77,000 and ,is to be completed
before the end of this year. Many of
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CHECKING OUT THE COUNSELING CENTER,

Joan Hakkio, E-210

William Speller, E-222

WHO ARE THE COUNSELORS,
AND WHAT DO THEY DO?
The Counseling Center of
No.-theastern has expanded its
functions to meet the range of
counseling needs presented by the
students. Its purpose is to provide
a personalized approach to the
needs of students. Counselors
se rve students through a variety of
functions and programs.
P S Y C H O LOG IC AL COUNSELING is available to all students
o n a self-referral basi s. Through
Psychological Counseling the student s have an opportunity to understand and better cope with any
concern s or problems of a personal
nature. Psychological Counseling
provide s the atmosphere for each
student to seriou sly con sider hi s
own values and interest s. All Psychological Counseling is done on a
private and confidential basis, In
protecting the student's right to
privacy and confidentiality. NO
information discussed in Psychological Counseling sessions is
recorded in any official school
record or discussed with ANYONE
without the student's permission.
As an aid to assist you, several
personality tests used in counseling are available for your use .
Check these out and learn if they

provide any information for you.
Another approach to meeting
needs of studeQtS is the newly developed program for group counseling or group experiences.
Group experiences are offered to
all students who wish to develp
self-awareness and interpersonal
skills. This -includes those activities which have various names
such as T-groups, sensitivity training, encounter groups, sensory
awareness and micro-labs . Watch
for the information from the Counseling Center regarding the particular group experiences that will
be offered .
VOCATIONAL COUNSELING
For most students, college is not
only a broad , educational experience but also involves preparation and training for life work . The
other side of this coin is, of course ,
the students own aptitude and interest in various vocational fields.
Accordingly, psychological and
aptitude testing is now a service of
the Counseling Center. What do I
want to do? What career should I
choose? I don't know anything
about being a chemist but I think I
would like to work as one. The
information about occupations in

fields of study are available in t~e
Counseling Center. Tests are used
to support all counseling functions
by helping the student assess his
aptitudes, abilities and interests. If
you are not sure of just what your
interests are, check with a counselor, ask for the Strong Vocational Interest Blank or some other
test of your choice. You select the
test. The results are yours, too.
ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT provides assistance for students who
have academic problems or who
wish help, with their academic programs. This includes primarily interpreting scholastic regulations
relating to courses, adding or dropping courses, grade point averages
required and withdrawal f-rom
school. It also involves helping
students , who do not have a faculty advisor, to plan course programs by
Giving them some general idea
of the program they will have to
take trimester by trimester in order
to realize the date they have set for
graduation .
Giving them some idea regarding course prerequisities - how to
use the class schedul~ - tentative

program planning form as Qiey become involved in early registration
plans - the need for deciding on
alternatives should it not be possible for them to get the program
they prefer.
Directing them to the proper department chairman or faculty advisor for needed information and advice regarding requirements in major fields -:c-informing them of the
proper procedure to follow in
seeking a faculty advisor when decisions are made regarding majors.
Helping students to understand
study needs of the· course programs they are contemplating in
relation to their personal respo nsibilities -outside jobs, home responsibilities, etc . -and their own
personal limitations such as poor
reading ability, poor background in
science, mathematics, et.
Helping students who are on
academic probation, which includes giving them assi stance in
discovering the reason or reasons
for their probationary status . If it
develops that the student's difficulty is due to inadequate study
habits, giving him assistance in remedying this deficiency. Interpreting the regulations concerned

with probation-what will happen
should the student not be successful in returning his record to good
standing.
Helping probationary students
admitted to this school on the cond ition that they earn a "C" averagt:
by the end of their first trimester-and, as in the case of transfer
students, maintain this "C" aver- ,
age until graduation . Again, the assistance rendered falls roughly into
the two areas detailed above.
It is, of course, most difficult - impo ssi ble! - to separate
academic ad visement from the
other areas listed, such as " Psy- .
cho logical Counseling," "Vocatio nal and Occ upational Development" in particular, because so
often, students on probation or
students with academic problems
ha ve these problems because of a
pe rsonal difficulty , or confusion as
to a vocational goal. Therefore, in
the course of giving a student help
with his academic planning or difficulties, it becomes necessary to
help him in these areas, too.
If any of the areas of service described above reflect a need of
yours, as a student, you may contact the Counseling Center.
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Wally Bobkiewicz, E-207
Barbara Behrendt, E-221

Dorothy Mc<..:reery, E-223

Richard Chiles, E-211
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At Grant HosP.ital

Hujambo Rafiki

Psych Majors learn
alcoholism -therapy
T h ro ugh the efforts of Ex- counse ling, alcoholism education ,
peri me ntal Program students, Jo- psychotherapy , occupational
se ph Troiani and Terence Gorski, therapy, pastoral counsel ing or
a training program is being de ve l- physical therapy.
oped for N ISC students enrolled
The student program workers
in the Experimental Program. The will be expected to ·become intraining program will be under the volved in all aspects of the proauspice of Richard Weed man, Al- gram. Mr. Weedman expects the
coholism Program Coordinator at students to become actively inGrant Hospital and Dr. J. "Stan" volved in the treatme nt program.
Martindale , Director of the Ex- This involvement will require a
perimental Program.
minimum 9f ten to fifteen hours a
The training program will give week spe nt with the program . the
student s a work experience which time spe nt working with the prowill give them a comprehensive gram will be divided in the followview of the treatment of alcoho l- ing areas: treatme nt team planning
ism. Alcoholism has been cited by o n individual patients, working in a
the. Department of Health, Educa- counseling capacity wi th patients,
tion, and Welfare as the nation' s seminars on the disease process of
third most seriou s health problem alcoh lism, and classes o n counand no other national problem has seling and therapy techniques.
been so seriously neglected. The
The training program will be
treatment program offered at coordin ated thru Dr. Marti ndale
Grant H osipital is a combination a nd Mr. Weedman. The students
of several effective forms of treat- will receive direct supervi sion
ment. Utilizing the team approach, w hile with the program and a comthe treatment program brings to- prehensive critique of their pergether many varied views on alco- formance will be made by Mr.
holism treatment ranging from Al- Weedman . Dr. Martindale will be
coholics Anonymous to group psy- actively involved in the recording
chotherapy .
of a student's progress with the
In talking about the program, program, and will do additional
Mr. Weedman says, "The goal s of student consultation. Students inthe treatment programs are to en- volved in tlie training program will
able the alcololic to interrupt his receive appropriate college credit
drinking pattern, to improve his thru the Experimental Program .
le vel of coping with life's problems
The rogram, which will start this
and to be.reintegrated into the nor- fall, will be available for students
mal non-alcholic community."
interested in community work and
'The choices from which a treat- who are willing to put in the time
ment plan may be formulated are and efforts necessary . All students
considerable. Depending upon the interested will be screened by D r.
needs of the individual, his treat- Martindale· or his aide, Joseph
ment might recommend him for Troiani, in office 521 in the Beehmedical and drug therapy, group ive or at extension 374.
therapy, individual alcoholism

.,

by Eugene Barnes

IS

MOVING
AROUND
THE

CORNER!
Order Tickets Now!

SHUBERT
THEATRE
22W. MONROE
CE 6-8240

THAU SAT.,
OCT.17th
Tickets Available al
Box Office

BLACKSTONE
THEATRE
60 E. BALBO
CE 6-8240

FROM TUES.,
OCT. 20th
Tickets Available
by Mail
Special Consideration
for Groups

Phone Mary Merlin
641-5933

the
PRINT
wants
writers
check us
out
E-214

,..0,
Gas pains
relieved .at

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN
Richard Weedman, (1.) Co-Ordinator of the Alcoholism Unit at Grant
Hospital of Chicago, meets with (1. to r.) Terrence Gorski, Dr. J. "Stan"
Martindale, advisor in the Experimental Program at NISC, and Joseph
Troiani student coordinator of the Experimental Program, to make plans
for fift:en NISC students to work in the Alcoholism Unit as part of the
program. Gorski and Troiani, both seniors, are in their second year of
training under Mr. Weedman at the Alcoholism Unit. Students will receive
course credit for their training at Grant Hospital.

6035 N. BROADWAY
Open Eves . I.Vl
Closed Sun . "IIJI

BR 5• 3500

Two years ha ve las ped since Mr. Speller, a Black student counselor,
has graced Northeastern Illinois. -Much has taken place in regard to the
black student popu lu s, to say the least. And he has been instru mental in
this event.
But the event of this column's birth is unique also . Many , if not a ll , of
the black students here at Northeastern have hoped for such an event to
take place . I, too, have shared this expectation. I o nly trust that the
writers will be as gifted as the great need for havi ng such a by-line in the'
Print. A hearty thanks to those responsible in this involvement. It is felt
that enough persons hope this effort will prove successful. The column
shou ld if this writer doesn't. In the final analysis this column grew out of
a black need here at Northeastern . We have gotten ourselves a column.
Enough said!
In case the by-line title is tripping many of its new readers, the
columnist has this to say. Titles, titles, titles , what is a worthy title if it
fails in the trend of modern day communication? Not much I'm afraid .
But after much deliberati•o n, the tit le for the column was chosen to be
"Hujambo Rafiki ," meaning hello friend in Swahili.
Now, some of our sisters and brothers have gotten over a nd graduated .
Enough of us remain behind to saly our preverbial monster "educational
acquisition ." And you know that's what it is; we' re here to deal with thi s
empenging product. So we best be and continue to be about this
business.
Because of it we're not, as the sayi ng goes, "sister circ umstances
taketh and brother si tu atio n bringeth.
Welcome arrivals! The Black Heritage and Caucu s brethern have been
anticipating your docking. We trust that your stay will be that of a tree,
bearing healthy fruit. Fruit as you know is very essential ~o o n~s
ex istence . Many of you will have felt your way aro und by the time this
column is published. Carry on!
Speaking of fruit , the coconut harvesters have been stori ng some
meaty and exciting activities for us this fall. Of course muc h of it will noJ
h·a ppen without your aid and cooperation. So you should be expecting to
see yourself there .
If any of you get caught by a vine that you can not handle , don't
hesitate, call Mr. Speller or any of the other fine counselors for help .
They are located just above the !Linch cafe, can't miss their office but you
might mi ss them . (smile)
From time to time, many of you will want to post messages of
importance to your sisters and brothers via Print , Hujambo Rafiki . Th_is
can be done by seeing me or dropping your bit into the drum located m
Mr. Speller's study. And as space permits the y' ll be entered. See you at
the He ritage or Caucus set on Tuesdays and Thursdays at I :00 p.m.
Note: Keep in mind , it's Nation Time.

Jean
Scene
5 Min. from
•
NISC
thousands of ieans
tops to match
Clothes for guys
Clothes For gals
headbands-watchbands

JEAN SCENE
\. 3304 W. Foster

Join
Griff Pitts

Day Care Center?
t" ·
Would you like a day care center
MON-FRI 11-9
on campus for the campus and comAssoc iate Dean
SAT. 10-6
munity? Come to the meeting on .
of Students
•
·
Coffee
and
Oct. 1, 1970 rm. A109 to h e I P, g•v~,,.
Conversation
your ideas, and to work for a day
10 A.M. E220
Home of Male - Landlubber - Levi -. Lee
c,c:are center.
Tues. & Thurs.
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Talent Ed Tour

Attention Stud-Te~chers

Sheldon Soffer Presents

SHINICHI SUZUKI'S .

TALENT

Will all students who regi stered for student-teaching for the Winter
1971 trimester and who have discovered the y will not be able or willing
to take the course then, please notify Mr. Grimes and either their
department chairmen or the appropriate college supervisor in writing.
There are waiting lists of qualified students that should not be denied the
winter student-teaching experience if there are, in fac t, vaca ncies.

EDUCATION
OUR

leathers,
and bells.
tank tops
and sweaters
outasight or
hip business
attire

PIERRE CARD IN

SHIRTS

GET IT ALL
TOGETHER
IN OUR UNI -SEX
BOUTIQUE

Come In,
Put Us On •. .
your accent
Will be Today!

HERE
DOUBL
S&H
GREEN STAMPS

The Pied Piper will go mod in the auditorium here at 1 p. m. Wed nesday, Oct. 14. Teacher Shinichi Suzuki' s ten
tiny violinists on tour from Japan will tune the NISC audience into tonalities from Mozart, Bach, Vivaldi and
Mendelssohn.
This is the sixth transcontinental American tour by young Suzuki students from Japan, and they have
delighted their audiences everywhere with their fine musicianship, the accuracy of their playing and the beauty of
their intonation.
.
The remarkable success achieved by Shinichi Suzuki in teaching young children to be fin e violinists, through
the method he calls "Talent Education," is now known around the world. Since 1958, when word of his success
first reached the United States, enthusiastic interest among American string teachers has spread through-out the
country, and today thousands of American youngsters also are learning to play the violin, and to love music,
through Talent Education.

With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the Week

;

TONG'S TEA GARDEN

ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE

:

4000 W

PEHRSON (PETERSON & PULASKI)

,

3411 W. BRYN MAWR

.588~9365

I

588-9850

FACTORY ·AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALL.ATIONS
SERVICE ON AL.L MAKES
& MODELS & ALL . . .
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS
•
•
•
•

TUNE-UPS
TRANSMlSS.IONS
BRAKES "ELINED RADIATORS

GRAND OPENING OF OUR NEW DINING ROOM
AIR CONDITIONED
AMERICAN AND

• WHEEL ALIGNMENT
• EXHAUST SYTEMS
• HANDWASH
• TIRES - BATil:RIES

LUNCH AND DINNER
HOURS: 11 AM .. to 10:00 PM.
Now serving student lunches all day

AUTO AIR CONDITIONING
"·--- --- ---~ ...-- - ·-·--- - - - - - - - --- - - - - -·- - - - - -

• - - - - .. ·- - - - .. - - --- -

KE9-9650

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

-·----·-------------L.,__._________. . _.,_..... . .... ..---------------------

J .__
- -..
--...
- ...
• -----· -··-- - -...
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"Performance"
by Del Breckenfeld
"Hey Craig, over here!
"Tony! How are ya' man."
"A lright. I figured I'd see you here at the Aragon - especially for
somebody like Johnny Winter."
'
"Yeah, he's a gas. Listen talkin ' about great guitarists, did you hear
what happened to Hendrix?"
"Yea h, that's really too bad. It 's a shame when anybody is wasted, but
someone with the talent of Jimi, wow!"
"You know it's kind' funny, though. You see I got this album last
·week .. .I can't remember the name; well anyway, it's a set of live recordings from the original Monterey Pop festival and one side is the Jimi
Hendrix Experience and the other side fea ures Otis Redding and his band
doing things like 'Respect', 'Satisfaction' and 'Try a Little Tenderness'.
Well right after the performance was when Redding was killed in that
plane crash, and suddenly they began to call this set at Monterey the high
point of his career."
"At least the songs you named were his most popular."
" Right. Likewise with Hendrix. On the same record is 'Wild Thing',
'Like a Rolling Stone', and a few others that were his big songs when the
Experience first came to the U.S. from England."
· "I' ll tell ya' Craig, I remember the first time I saw them. It was at the
Civic Ope ra House and I remember the curtain goin' up, revealing a wall
of amps. Then those cats came out with those electric heads, ya' know like
I never saw that before. So then they played the loudest, most wild music I
ever heard. During 'Wild Thing', this chick next to me went nuts. I'll tell
ya', it was a lot of fun in those days."
" ...and that record kinda' captures that feelin' of the early Hendrix and
those times . Now that both performers are dead, this album is sort of a ... "
"Tribute?"
" Yeah , exactly - a tribute."
" I'll tell you though , it's gonna be just like the stuff with Redding. For
the next few years we're gonna see a rash of'Jimi Hendrix Memorial lps,' ·
the ones that the record companies alwavs call 'collectors items.' All
they' ll really be are collections of garbage that Hendrix didn 't consider
good enough to release ."
"Your gonna see a million eulogies to him too. Everybody's gonna
wanna say something about what a great guy he was inside. Two months
ago Hendrix was experiencing his worst times as a performer ; everyone
was trying to rap him down. Now they'll probably say that he was really
better than ever."
"He even got a pretty cool reception in 'Woodstock'."
" Hey! What did you think of Alvin Lee and Ten Years After in the
flick?"
"Far out! 'Goin' Home' has. got to be the fastest guitar playing I've
heard yet ... "

Raoul's Pub
6530 N. Lincoln
Lincoln and Devon
Open 4 p .m. ti/ 4 a.m.
Cocktail Hours 4 ti/ 7 p.m.
2 for the price of 1
Ladies Night - Every Tues.
Sc Beer - 25c Mix Drinks
Sunday - 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. - 1 dollar
All the beer you can drink

MALE OR FEMALE
IF YOU HAVE A DRIVER'S LICENSE

APPLY NOW

DRIVE A YELLOW
Just telephone CA 5-6692 or
Apply in person at. 120 E. 18th St.

22ND CENTURY PRESENTS

POCO,
LIVIN&STON TAYLOR

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10-8:30 PM
AUDITORIUM THEATRE

&RAND FUNK
RAILROAD

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16-8:00 PM
SYNDROME

LEON RUSSELL

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24-8:30 PM
AUDITORIUM THEATRE

TRAFFIC

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6-8:00 PM
SYNDROME

ROD STEWART& .
SMALL FACES

FRIDAY

NOVEMBER 13-8:00 PM
SYNDROME

An EVening Wilh
DICK BIONDI

featuring live recording

stars in person, including

CHUCK BERRY,
JOHN LEE HOOKER,
GARY U.S. BONDS,
BO-DIDDLY
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13-8:30 PM
AUDITORIUM

JOHN SEBASTIAN

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14-8:30 PM
AUD ITORIUM

TEN YEARS AFTER

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20-8:00 PM
SYNDROME

FRANK ZAPPA &THE
MOTHERS OF INVENTION

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21-8:30 PM
AUDITORIUM

SMOKEY ROBINSON
&THE MIRACLES

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22-7:30 PM
AUDITORIUM

CHICA&O

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 26
7:00 & 10:30 PM-AUDITORIUM

Each event at the Auditorium Theatre will
feature two attractions, and each event at
the Syndrome will feature three attractions.
These additional attractions will be included
in future advertising.
All attractions at the Auditorium Theatre
are $6.50, $5.50, $4.50, $3.50. Tickets are
now available at the Auditorium Theatre !!-Ox
Office, all Chicagoland Montgomery Ward
stores, Flip Side Records at 3314 W. Foster,
Chicago and 732 Elm Street, Winnetka , and
all other Ticketron outlets.
The Syndrome is located in the Chicago
Coliseum at 15th & Wabash . Tickets are
$5.00 general admission and available at
your neighborhood Ticket Dealer. Ticket
Dealer locations are: Flip Side Records, 3314
W. Foster, Chicago ; Flip Side Records, 732
Elm Street, Winnetka ; Grammaphone, 2663
N. Clark St., Chicago ; Midwest Stereo, 1445
W. Morse , Chicago ; Yorktown . 144 Yorktown ,
Lombard ; One Octave Higher, 1730 Orrington ,
Evanston; J & J Records, Racine, Wisconsin ;
One Octave Lower, 1525 N. Wells, Chicago;
One Octave Lower, 175 W. Washington, Chicago; One Octave Lower. Buffalo Grove; and
Music & Books at the Ford City Shopping
Center.

EARN UP TO $50 OR MORE DAILY
DRIVE A YELLOW
Short or full sh ift adjusted to
your school schedule.

Call Us
for Ads
in this Newspaper

DAY, NIGHT or WEEKENDS
Work from garage near ho'!'e or school.

L___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,

"Performance", now playing at the Esquire Theatre, is · a better-than-average, but disjointed attempt at a statement on "la conditione
humaine".
Mick Jagger and James Fox star is this wierd tale of an underworld
gangster named Chas (Fox), who, seeking escape from both sides of the
law after committing a murder, ends up in a rundown room in Notting
Hill sharing the same roof with an ex-superstar, now recluse, named
Turner (Jagger), who lives by no law other than his own.
When the gangster, who has been called upon daily to "perform" his
role as hatchet-man for a syndicate, and the rock idol, a performer of a
different sort, meet, the real performance begins, as each, fearful, tries to
"outperform" the other.
Co-directors Donald Cammell and Nicolas Raeg, in their first time out
as directors, try to show us how two particular segments of English
society inter-relate in a relationship of love-hate, and how indeed, the
lifestyle of these two different worlds are nothing more than performances which when brought together conflict, and yet somehow conjoin.
By extension, I believe the directors would have us look at all of society
as a continuim of "performances."
The film is sustained for the most part by the deftly played relationship
between Fox and Jagger, and the two girls who are a part of Turner's
existence. It manages to become interesting despite an almost insurmountable amount of gimmicky film techniques - few of which work
successfully, and most of which prove annoying - especially in the first
half where repeated fast-cuts and not-to subtle symbols tend to make the
film disjointed and generally not noteworthy .
By-the time the main characters have all been introduced however, and
we, along with Chas, are led into the far-out world of Turner, the film
becomes vital, and interesting. In the wildly decorated rooms of Turner's
home we watch as all four characters - Chas Turner and the two girls
(played by Anita Pallenberg and Michele Breton), perform. The question
is which lifestyle, which person will be the dominant influence? Chas,
· who is seemingly the stronger of the two men, or Turner, who has the
added advantage of his own environment and the two girls. In the end it
is the rock idol who has out-performed C has, and who has so changed
him through mindbending mushrooms and cryptic conversation that his
intended escape to New York has been for otten about.

Ju3-4050
ext. 270

Perhaps this is a comment on the all-pervasiveness of the intluencial
rock scene that Jagger himself has become an integral part of and
perhaps a warning of sorts, that one can easily be carried away by the
"performance" ofit all. Whatever it is meant to be however, it is in this
section of the film that the real meat of the film exists. The confounding
relationship between the two men takes on aspects of the bizarre, and is
indeed compelling to watch.
For the most part the film is edited poorly, and is often quite distracting, but it does have its strong parts. The photography, for instance,
is good when not ruined by the editing, as is the acting. James Fox plays
a role not unlike that he portrayed in "The Servant", and does so with
equal evilness and strength . Jagger, in what was his first film role, turns
in a low-dey, but effective performance, and it would appear has potential as an actor above what he, as an individual is . Both girls are well cast
in the roles of the two intransigent sharer' s of Turner's life of seclusion,
sex, music and drugs, and they bring an added air of mystery and interest
to the film .
But perhaps some of the small touches are the best parts of the
film -the gangster boss who loves Muzak , for instance, or the exreme
vanity and neatness of Chas even while in the midst of a particular messy
"job." These small touches do more to drive home a point than all the
symbolic fast-cutting and gimmicks put together, and in the end they are
what helps make the film so fascinating.
"Performance" isn' t what you'd call a really good film, it's more like
fascinating, or compelling, and though you realize this while watching it,
you find it difficult to take your eyes off it- perhaps because of the
"performances," and what they really stand for, perhaps because of the
picture the photography paints.
At any rate, it is a film about the human condition, and " the games
people play" ; not a tremendous success, but interesting. In this respect it
reminds me of "Coming Apart," another film that was difficult to really
like or dislike. Just a film to absorb and make one think. It's too bad,
hq':_1/eyer, .b.e p1wie. ~Jt.h j_ust ~ _bit mo_re fines~e. it would have beco_!lle pot
only an im-erecsthi1;filrrr,1:11:it n~goo'tl•film . • · - - • ~- - • ~ - • - • • ~ · - • • • · · • :.•
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Larry Lujack _

Dr. Guysenir
--Dr. Maurice G. Guysenir, professor of Secondary Education and
Social Science at Northeastern Illinois State College , has been selected to appear in the 1970 edition of Outstanding Educators of
America. Nominated earlier this
year, he has been chosen for the
awards publication on the basis of
his civic and professional achievements .
The Outstanding Educators of
America is an annual program designed to recognize and honor
those men and women who have
distinguished -themselves by exceptional service, achievements,
and leadership in education.
Nomi nations for O utstanding
Educators of America are made by
the president, deans, superintendents and other heads of schools
and colleges . . . individuals who
have first-hand knowledge of their
endeavor
endeavors and accomplishments.
D r. Guysenir, who received his
· M.A. and Ph.D. from Northwestern University, has been with
N ortheastern since 1957.
He belo ngs to the National 1
Council for the Social Studies, the
Ame rican A ssociation of University Pro(essors a nd the N ational
Society fbr the Study of Education.

Larry Lujack takes over the
morning show (6 to 10 a.m.) on
WLS Radio, Chicago, starting
Monday, Sept. 28. Lujack is currently heard in the afternoons -from
2 to 6 p.m. and has been the leader
in that time slot in Chicago radio.
In making the announcement,
Gene Taylor, vice president and
general manager of WLS, - said,
"Because of his tremendous popularity, we feel that Larry Lujack
can make a strong bid for the number one spot in the important
morning time. Larry gives the Chicago radio audience something different. He's considered one of the
strongest ,air personalities in Chicago, and is recognized as the top
pop diskjockey in the U.S."
Taylor said the parting between
WLS and Art Roberts was · by
"mutual agreement" and was due
largely to a basic difference in
broadcasting philosophy.
Taking over Larry Lujack's afternoon slot will be Scotty Brink,
who recently joined the station .
Lujack has been known for a
special brand of biti ng humor, that
has earned him the title of "Super
Jock" from his fans, and many
awards including Chicago's Best
Radio Personality from the American College of Radio Arts, Crafts
and Sciences.
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free

classifieds
Kingston Electric Bass. Brand new. $50.00
or trade for stereo equipment. Call Bob
267-6684.
It's 'l"\Oney, and adventure, and fame . It's
the ihrill of a lifetime. And a long sea
voyage that starts at 6 o'clock come morn-

ing ." Phil Shiffman embarking on his 1933
expedition to Skull Island.
1941 Pontiac 2-dr. sedan. Mechanically
perfect. $250.00 or best -- 267-6684,

Liberate Mary Ashmore (by the ass. )
Hey little one, the time is coming closer --Ale .
Babysitter needed
When: Mon & Wed. 2 - 4 p .m .
Who: For two boys ages 1 to 4
Where: Here at NISC
How much: $5 per week
Call : Mrs. Spencer
262-1116 mornings. _

ernment President.

G G . I think Northeastern should offer a
course in back rubs --- How about you? J.J.

1949 Ford Parts or whole. Bob 267-6684.

Cliff Harralson eats at C.V.'s

Ivan Fyodorovich is a sissy.

Free recorder

Vote for Howard Green for Student Gov-

1962 Sunbeam Alpine Rebuilt engine, new
clutch and pres. plate. $ 395 .00 or best
offer -- Will trade for whatever --- Bob
267-6684.

lessons ore

Attention all bike riders!!! Participate in

Chicago's BICYCLE DAY, on October 3rd.
It consists of a parade of bicyclists down
State Street from Wacker Dr., followed by
a rally of supporters at the Civic Center
Plaza. For further information call: 262 8760 or 935 - 8242 --- Chicago, 11linois 60666.

each

Thurs. afternoon by Ernie.

L. Rothstein is a human garbage can .

Hippies , , , hippies , , , goddamn dirty
hippies.
The bi g gest crack on Mary the Red is the
one between her teeth.

Violin for sale : $70.00 or best offer Full
Size - excellent condiction Call 328-7B80
No more Carrels available!
See Mary the Red in Alice in Wondergap.
in

coming

to

MGA 61 Classic. Best offer or trade f Qr
VW. Call 656 - 2673
Locker # 1 3. My horse is double-parked -·
Prince Charming.

If it wasn't for Jay Byron, NISC w o uld
never have won their thi•d football game .

For sale: Bross and gloss serving cart

$15.00 . .Phone 539-4280.

Sister Tereso -- We miss you!

Interested

Frisco? Ride needed after 1 0-7-70 Rich
763 - 8116. Will share expenses .

Buy any published book for at leas t 1 0%
off. Call Don 777-0113 .
given

"Tony is here!" "Really?" " W here?"
Gene Kube's favorite bar is Dairy Queen!

FOR RENT: 1 bedroom apt. One blo ck
from school, available O ct . 15 Phon e :
478-2421 Ask for Linda .

an

Encounter

Group on Fridays from 1 :00 to 3 :00? Contact the Counseling Service to sign up.
Fore Sale : '69 Olds 442 power steering,
power brakes vinyl top, 3-speed $2200.00
or best offer --- call 777-6836, Miss Roeser.
See Ir is Rosenkranz a nd Arlene Strauss in

Ph il -- meet me i n P2 to morrow.

"The Merry W ives of Windsor" now playing at the Mc Vickers Theater.

J oe and Josephine College forever.

Ask Steve Weiss about Mary the Red.

FOR SALE: Classic white satin wedding
gown, bodice and sfeeves of alencon lace.
Train, of satin and lace, forms bustle,
beautiful detail. Size Med . 12 $100.00 or
best offer. Evenings and Saturday OR
5_-7305.
For song and dance take your chance .

One for free just for me.
Oh happy day Faculty pay!
Signed:
Friends of Distinction; Les Ballets, Afri coins;

Carlos Montoya, Vladimir Ashenazy; Dave
Brubeck.
For Sale
196 0 SMITH & CORONA TYPEWRITER
Good Condition
Reasonable Call 262-9229
WANTED :
to buy a secon d-hand oirls bicylce. Contact Gail 5 88-6323 Call anytime after 5:30.

Quartet on campus

AXE
Last Rush
Meeting
Thursday A-120

AXE

~~~~-

~

Now TWO Locations - - NORTH &. OLD TOWN

GIANT HAMBURGERS
640z. P-ifche, ol Bee, 1/.75
LIGHT O R D ARK

Ca11 ual and Cozy

ROARING FIREPLACE
BARBECUE RIB S
To eat here or take ou t

Brat-,.vurst & o the r " great"
C harcoa l Bro i led Item s
PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Modest Prices
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS
Open from lunch till 2 A.M.
7da ysa week
AM PL E F RE E PARK IN G

I

\

274 1 W. Ho ward St. 973-0990

664-2393

1447 N. Well s
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WATCH for the
Paint-the-pole
Contest
Coming Soon
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The Friends of Distinction will appear at NISC Wednesday, Oct. 14, at 8 p.m. The Quartet includes Harry
Elston, Floyd Butler , Jessica Cleaves and Barba ra J ean Lowe.
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Concert series presents

A page out of the past

Les Ballets Africains

from the INTERIM, Oct.20, 1965

College
Draft Riots
Predicted
Ann Arbor, Mich.-CI. P . )-Draft
riots may disrupt the "llation"s col•
·1ege campuses unless Congress
moves toward elimination of the
draft before it adjourns this fall,
acconling to a recent statement by
Associate Professor Rosa Wilhelm
of the University of Michigan
Graduate School of Bualness Administration. Wilhelm says left
wing . student groups are plam:ing
demonstrations, including civil dis·
obedience, for this fall over Viet·
nam and the draft.
" While most students support our
country's position in Vietnam. the
latent •anger over the slave labor
aspects of the draft is so strong
they probably will follow this left
wing leadership.

Les Ballets Africans will entertain the NISC audience at 8 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 19. The Concert Series here
brings the ballet through the sponsorship of North American Productsion Ltd.

"The tempers of many college
students are high enough over the
vicious injustices built into the
draft system that there is a potential for violence comparable to the
Los Angeles riot on American campuses. The draft is foremost in the
minds of most college students."
Professor Wilhelm believes that
" the dr,aft is just one way to get
people to perform military duties"
and that a better way is just to get
people to perform military duties
by increasing· the pay and base it
on volunteers who JOin because
they want to. The draft is just a
substitute for adequate pay, he
says.
He reports U1at the "Students for
a Democratic Society," a left wing

group, is planning a nationwide
student strike over Vietnam dur•
ing the first ten days of December. During the strike students will
leave their classrooms to stage sitins and protests at campus military
and research installations. He says
also that there will be student protests-with local acts of civil dis·
obedience-at , 30 to 40 campuses
across ·the country.
" Actions such as these are as
dangerous as smoking in an ammunition plant in view of student
attitudes toward the draft," Professor Wilhelm suggests. He points
out that student agitators are using
the argument that draft-exempt
college students have the moral
duty to fight against "the coercion
of youth into the wat machine.
. "My own observations lead me to
believe that during the past fe"w
months almost any effective organizer could have put thousands of
college students, on almost any
campus, into the streets in a violent demonstration against the
draft. Given a time when students
are under pressure as with exams,
little more would be needed than
a group running through the dorms
the draft.' The students rallying to
such a cry wouldn't know, nor
care, if the ones at the head of
the mob were carrying signs protesting Vietnam.
"We should recognize that the
civil rights movement has trained
thousands of students across the
country in the technique;, of mass
demonstration ." Also in recent
years we have seen students demonstrate violently over lasua-·of
less personal lmportanee to them
than the draft-er the is8IJa involved at Berkeley for example.
Professor Wllbeun points out that
about 100 YNl'II aco, durln& tbe
Civil War, there waa a .mber al
:iraft .riata - - tbe NIUDtry.

Les Ballets Africains, an Ensemble Artistique Et Cultural De La Republique De Guinea, will present the
following program. Part one includes the overture of T Am-Tam Solo, the Evolution of Africa and Tiranke. Part
two includes Initiation, Night of the Cora and the finale.

VERTERANS
ADMINISTRATION
HOSPITAL
DOWNEY, ILLINOIS
PRESENTS

Stanley Lesse, MD
J

Editor-in-Chief
American Journal of Psychotherapy

"The Basic Determinants and Trends of
Psychiatry
and Psychotherapy in our Future Society"
10:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon Wed., Oct. 14, 1970
Theater Bldg. 4 You and Your Staff are invited to attend
and participate
. (No Admission Charge)
W.W. Bourke, M.D.
Hosp ital Director

V.B. Raulinaitis , M.D.
Chief of Staff

MIXER
OCTOBER 2NDALL YOU CAN DRINK $3.50
OPEN BAR
NON-DRINKERS - $2.00

MUSIC- by
THE ·MUSIC -FAIR

11

11

D.A.N.K. HALL
LAWRENCE AT WESTERN
4740 NORTH WESTERN
8 P.M. to MIDNIGHT
l-.-~~..

- --
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An interview with Lee Humphrey
by Ed Czadowski
Not long ago, several concerned
students received permission to
form a football club at N ISC. In its
first season encounters, the team
has been successful against other
college teams . No one played a
greater role in the initial victory
with the Administration in forming
the club and in the later successes
on the field than Lee Humphrey .
Lee, an extraordinary student
and athlete, is in his second trimester at Northeastern. He has become an integral part of the student body, working to help raise
the image of the school.
This interview with Lee will
serve to introduce him and reveal
his desire to make the football club
a worthwhile organization.
Print: When did your interest in
athletics begin?
Humphrey: My father played with
the New York Giants and he is
responsible for getting me inter-

ested in football at an early age,
about 4 or 5.
Print: In high school, what activities were you involved in?
Humphrey: Football, basketball,
baseball and track.
Print: Did you receive any
awards?
Humphrey: I lettered in all the
sports. In the Indianapolis conference, I was all-city halfback for 2
years. I never really excelled in
basketball, because we had a very
good team with several excellent
players.
Print: What about inter-collegiate
sports?
Humphrey: I came to Chicago in
spring of I 968 and played football
at Wright College . I lettered in
track at Wright also. In addition,
I've had some semi-pro experience
as a starter with the Chicago Owls.
Print: Is football your main interest?

ANNOUNCEMENT
Examinations for Regular Certification
Chicago Public Schools
Date of National Teacher Examination: Nov. 14, 1970
Deadline for filing with Educational
Testing Service :
Oct. 22, 1970
Deadline for filing Application (Form Ex5) Oct. 9, 1970
Apply- Board of Examiners, Room 1026
Chicago Board of Education
228 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60601

CHICAGO
CERTIFICATE TITLE

NATIONAL TEACHER
EXAMINATION TITLE

Kindergarten-Primary
Intermediate-Upper Grades

Early Childhood Education
Education in the Elementary
School
Biology and General Science
Chemistry, Physics,
General Science
English Language and
Literature
Social Studies
Mathematics

High School Biology
High School Chemistry
High School English
High School History
High School Mathematics
*High School Physical
Education
Men
Women
High School Physics
Art, Grades 7-12
General Science,
Grades 7-12
General Science,
Grades 7-12
* Homemaking Arts,
Grades 7-12
* Industrial Arts ,
Grades 7-12
* Music , Vocal , Grades 7-12°
* Music, Instrumental ,
Grades 7-12

Men's Physical Educati on
Women 's Physical Education
Chemistry, Physics,
General Science
Art Education
Biology and General Science
Chemistry, Physics,
General Science
Home Economics Education
Industrial Arts Education

calls from out-of-state schools who
show an interest in playing us next
year. · One school is in the Detroit
area, another is Loyola of _Louisianna.
Print: Do you have some system
of public relations, at least regarding ttie recruitment of freshmen
and transfer students?
Humphrey: We're fortunate to find
ourselves in a position to attract
local talent. The player didn't get
any college offers or the ones who
couldn't go away to school for one
reason or another will be willing to
play with us. There is no formal
recruitment program now, but
we'll develop one .
Print: As a club, how do you plan
to benefit Northeastern?
· Lee Humphrey
Humphrey: We hope that by sellHumphrey: At the present time it ing tickets we can establish a shois. However, I am really interested larship f(md whereby students who
in Karate. After earning a 3rd De- want to go to school but can't afgree black belt, I entered the U.S. ford it will be able to. Not just
open competition in '68 and won. athletes, but anyone who needs
Then in '69, I won the world help will qualify for assistance
from this fund.
championship.
Print: Has this had any influence Print: What does the team look
on your preserit interest in foot- like on the field?
Humphrey: They're really good .
ball?
Humphrey: Yes. Because nothing It's a pressure club. In our first
counts but winning in Karate, my two games we were losing at one
competiti,ve spirit flourished. I'm a time or another, but we came from
sore loser. I always want to win, behind .on both occasions. The
and I'll beat you by a million team is all fired up. Any offense
that can gain 500 yards in any
points if you give me the chance.
Print: Do you· consider semi-pro game, as we did against Loyola, I
b!lll the same as playing for a Big would have to call a real good
squad.
10 team?
Humphrey: No. In semi-pro ball, Print: Are you aware of any hostileveryman is of outstanding ability, ity because of the fact that you are
even those on the bench. In Big IO a player-coach?
competition, the team centers Humphrey: I notice more resentment from opponents than my felaround a few big stars .
Print: What general comments cah low players. People seem to think
you make regarding the football you need credentials, status, to be
a coach. They are unwilling to recclub?
Humphrey: It will give identity to ognize that there is no superiority
the school. Already l've gotten between myself and the players.

As far as the team goes, there's no
trouble. When I yell at a man for a
mistake, he has to take it. I make
mistakes, too, and I scold myself.
And the other men let me know
when I goof off. On the whole, I'd
say the team has no disciplinary
problems and works well as a unit.
We're there to correct each other.
Print: How do you see ·your role as
· coach?
Humphrey: I see myself as the excitable type. When we go onto the
field after the half, we're a completely different team . I try to put a
little fierceness into the team.
Also, with a player as coach, you
avoid much of. what the bigger
schools have. There is no politics
· on this team, and as a result, there
is no favoritism. A man doesn't
have to worry ifhe will be benched
because the coach is mad at him .
There is no fear on the team.
· Print: How about your players?
Who are the outstanding men on
the team?
Humphrey: On this team there are
no standouts. Look at the statistics
from the Loyola game. There were
four men who had better than I 00
yards rushing. Our quarterback
threw far more than I 00 yards
gained. Every man is good .
Print: How do you think the team
will end its first season?
Humphery: I'm not going to forecast or predict anything, but this
team plays well enough to have an
undefeated season.
It is not so important whether
the football club wins the rest of its
games or not.The important thing
is that Northeastern is being represented on football gridirons for the
first time. The contributions and
sacrifices made. by Lee are numerous . The accomplishments of the
club will be in large part due to his
efforts.

Byron sets record!
by Mike Kesselman
The big sports news of the day
comes direct from the luxurious
and plush offices of the Northeastern Print. This fine upstanding
newspaper finally woke up one day
to find one of the hottest news stories of the day right in their laps, or
in their hands for that matter. The
Fli -Back chanpionships are currently taking place with Jay Byron
holding the current record of 94 repetitions (that's high class Fli-Back
competition talk, folk).
For those of you not to fam iliar
with Fli-Back competition - the in-

strument used is a plywood board
narrmved down at one end to form
a h,•• •:::lie. There is a small rubber
ball at one end of an elastic string
with the other end obviously attached to the paddle . It had its beginnings in 15th century Lichtenstein when a young man named
Heinz Klonmeister attached a
cow's eye to a piece of wood with a
thong of leather. Of course this
would not work because leather is
not elastic. Heinz, however wasn't
too swift and didn't realize this . It
became really popular after -the

method of vulcanizing rubber was
invented. This fad swept the town
of Fish Creek Wis., with all of its
155 people just going crazy over
this enjoyable. form of relaxation .
Getting back to the current competition, there are at present some
difficulties holding up the proceedings. Some clown busted the string.
Further developments and other
hot flashes will be yours as they occur. Watch this space for further
developements .

Music Education
Music Education

*Practicals will be given in April, 1971.

- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
- Special Notice
.

'-

Candidates for teaching certificates may make application for the
examination if they meet all requirements by February 15, 1971.
Th_e candidate sh_ould file application with Educational Testing
Service , Box 911, Princeton , New Jersey 08540, to take the National
Teacher Examination in the area for which he is qualified.
The following credentials must be presented to the Board of Examiners not later than Friday, October 9, 1970:
Application (Form Ex5)
Official transcripts
Official birth certificates
Applicants for certification should request that National Teacher
Examination scores be sent to the Board of Examiners. Minimum
scores required :
Common Exam
500
Teaching Area Exam
550
Total Composite Scores 1100
The Chicago Board of Education Application Form (Ex5) and information about examinations to be announced for 1971 may be obtained from the Board of Examiners at the address shown above.
Applications for the National Teacher Examination may be obtained
from Educational Testing Service.

"eat it with a knife & fork"
(IT'S THICK)

£nglis1' .dining room
(OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK)

2727 W. HOWARD STREET
FOR DELIVERY SERVICE CALL 338-2166
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NI SC reig ns on
Marquette Homeco ming
by Dave.Green

Gridiron news from Mi lwaukee last Saturda y was except io nal. The
Golde n Eagle s footba ll squad was able to pull ahead in the fourt h period
after a hard foug ht battle wi th the Warrio rs of Marqu1:tte .
A hardy band of Northeasterners fo llowed the team u p to the beer
capita l a nd c hee red their team to v ictory . A contingent from ohe N I SC
Band supplied some mus ical e ncourageme nt.
Marquette started off li ke they were going to wrap t he game up in the
fi rst q ua rte r. Aft e r receivi ng the kick-off they marched dow n the fie ld for
the ir first score . Afte r the extra point was place-kicked through the
upright s the Eagles found them selves on the fhort end of a 7-0 score .
Things loo ked even grimer when on the e nsuing kic k-off their kic ker
inadverta ntl y squib bled the kick just te n yards o ff th e side of his foot.
Marquette recovered the accidenta l o n-side ki c k a nd see med posed for
a nother touc hdow rt
At thi s point o f the ga me , after some quick huddles to ge t things straight
defensively the Ea2les held the Warriors and fo rced them to coueh uo
the ball to the N ISC ele ve n. It was a ll N o rtheaste rn from the n on . Even
after Ma rquette came up wi th two quic k to uc hdow ns toward the e nd of
the first ha lf (one on an 85 yd . kick-off return a nd the o ther afte r ·
blocked Eagle pu nt) to ta ke a 19-14 lead , the o utco me of the game was
really never in do ubt.
T he Golde n Eagles do minated the last ha lf of play. After gai ning
co ntrol of the ball rat her deep in Warri o r territory three times a nd failing
to cap ita lize they fi nall y pu shed over a touc hdown and the winning
point s. T he fina l core was 20- I 9.
First period 5Cores by Lee Humphrey and Glen White gave Nort heastern an early 14-7 lead and the wi nning score was pushed over by Lee
Humphrey . T he teams reco rd is no w 3-0 a nd the team spirit is high and
rather confide nt. The next game is against Prairie State a t t heir home
field in Chicago He ights .
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come and help
store grow!

News
D r. (Old J oe) Beaver wo n th e
facu lty tenni s tourname nt th is fall
by dumping la st year' s c ha mp, D r.
Pos kozim , in t he fina ls (6-4;
6-8 ; 6-1 ) D r. Beaver had to
figh t hi s wa y to the fi nals by defeati ng Dr. Lie nemann a nd then
Mr. Kane. Congratulati ons to Dr.

E45 by the billiards
room
mon.-fri. 8:30-3:30
I

school suppli,s and
used books

J

Bea ver for a great win .
Intramu ral touch foo tball sta rts
Tuesday, Sept. 29, at I :00. All
rosters mus t be in by noon Friday
the 25 th . Bad minto n a nd ta bl e te nnis tourname nts will be held late r
on thi s trimeste r w he n foo tba ll is
over. Watc h for Intramural an-

no unceme nts and re sults o n t he
Int ra mural Bulletin Board by t he
gy m door.
An ybod y interested in joining
the me n's va rsity swim tea m see
Mr. Faloona in the pool office o r
report to the first workout , Mo nday, O ct. 5, in the gy m, at 3:00.

761 -4070

465-9656
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FREE!!

Interview
with

1 plain Pizza with
every $3.00 Pizza or Grinder order
good from Mon to Fri - Present
This Ad 1

Player-Coach
Hun:,phrey

EASTERN STYLE PIZZA
and HOT OVEN GRINDERS
2911 W. Touhy, Chicago

Fast Del. after 4 p.m.

